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MODERN BUSINESS METHODS
mntial Industries pres&ably does not exceed 50 there is an exemplary weekly periodical of the ,
per cent of the normal productive capacity, even moat widely reputable, and most profitable elws, 
whe.i driven under the jealous eye of public of- ; with • circulation of more than two millions, which 
ficen, vested with power to act, is presumably due habitually carries some 60 to 80 large pages of com- 
in great part to the fact that these officers, too, petitive advertising matter, at a time when the 
are capable business men; that their past training most exacting economy of work and materials is 

[Veblen’s theory is that the late-modern outlook ^ been given them by long, exacting and success- » matter of urgent and public need; with nothing 
on social institutions is that they arc to be justified fn, experienre in the businesslike management of better to show for it than an increased cost of all 
only in terms of output or service, in contradbrtinc i?idustry ; that their horixon and perspective in all the goods advertised, most of which are super- 
tion to the older metaphysical ones of “natural that concerns industry are limited by the frame of fiuities. This too, is only a typical case. . . 
right” or ”divide right.” The most advanced ex- mjnd tbat ÿ, native to the counting house. They, Indeed the whole business community is run 
pression of the former conception are the indus- ^ ^ learned t0 think of industry and it* ad- through with enterprise of this kind so thoroughly 
trial proletariat who have come to hold that ma- - mil^||tration in terms of profit on investment- and. that this may fairly be said to be the warp of the 
terialistie conception through their close associa- ind#rd in no other terms; that being as near a* tabnc . . . 
tion with the mechanistic processes of modern pro- thejr daily work ^ allowed them to take stock of 
duct ion. In consequence of this, they view I,V*E- . tbe waya and means of industry. X * • In ao char- 
hood as the primary purpose of productive activity. |(t(ryng the situation there is. of course no desire 
On the other hand, the bourgeoisie view production fo iBlw,|e blame to these business-like officials, 
in terms of profits which they hold to be the “nat
ural jight” and outcome of invested capital
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Extract from Thorstien Veblen’s

9

All these intricate arrangements ___  are by no
means maliciously intended. They are only the 
ways and means of diverting a sufficient share of 
the annual product to the benefit of the legitimate • 
beneficiaries, the kept classes. Bat this apparatus 
arid procedure for capturing and dividing this 
share of the community's annual dividend bt costly

... “They are all honorable men.” But like 
other men they are

sof habit ; and their
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The question as to how mueh this ‘‘incapacity by may be conceded that production m the essential There is nothing gained by finding fault with 

advisement” has amounted to may be attempted industries, under pressure of war needs, rises to any of this business-like enterprise that is bent on 
somewhat after this fashion. Today, (Oct., 1918.) something like 50 per cent, efficiency. At the «amt getting something for nothing, at any cost. After 
under compulsion of patriotic devotion, fear, shame |jmp it is presumably well within the mark that f|| jt j8 Mfe and sane business, sound and legiti- 
and bitter need, and under unpreeedently shrewd tM* current output in these essential industrie.» will lnatc> and carried on blamelessly within the rules 
surveillance of 'public officers bent on maximum amolmt to something like twice their ordinary out- Qj the.game. One may also believe dutifully that 
production, th^fcreat essential industries control- put |n time of peace and business as usual. One- tbere is no real harm done, or at leant that it might 
led by the vested interests may. one with, another. half of 50 per cent. mfS per cent.; and so one bav«*bcen worae ft » reassuring to note that at 
be considered to approach perhaps even eoneeiv- romee |„ right of the provisional conclusion that leMt hitherto the burden of this overhead charge 
ably to exceed a fifty per cent, efficiency : as cfMjer ordinary conditions of business-like manage- 50 per cent, plus has not broken the beck of the 
counted on the bams of what should ordinarily be m<.nt, the habitual net production is fairly to be industrial community. It also serves to bring
accomplished by use of an equally costly equipment nteà #t ^^thing like one-fourth of the indus- nnder a strong light the fact that the state of the
having the disposal of an equally lsfge and efficient trial community’s productive capacity ; presumable industrial aria as R runs under the new order, is 
labor force and equally good natural resources, in und,r that figure rather than over. highly productive, inordinately productive. And.
ewe the organisation were designed wRh an eye mecmak w presented above does finally, there should he some gam of serenity in
single to turning out a <*"*«*«* product, instead ^ ^ ^ * JJ u much M the ««elusion.. realizing how singularly consistant has been the
of, w usual, being managed with an eye single to ^uire. further account may be run of economic law through the ages, and recalling
private gains in terms of price , , tvet jj..:., ne Husinr-ts enterprise that once more the reflection which John Stuart MillTo the spokesman* ^ oriTi Lro.se arrived a, some half-a-centor, ago, that. “HRherio
rating of current production under the ^TwLk to be done, sud to increase the cost per R i* questionable if all the mechanical inventions
war need* mjy ^ are unit of the Increased wot*; all for the earnings of yet made have lightened the day’s toil -of any
to ** înd.nR,™î ^ the concern for whoee profit R was «ranged. It human being.”
*** ^ 1 may be rolled to mind that there still are half-a-
ZaTSSEÏ ^Tro^el7^"^ter^ dozen railway pwwuger station, insueh a town

.pi*.r dbp°»d t« fv « «rt M-fer ft. «rrfB.
that the rating should be nearer to 10 per cent. " »?_ cotpora . . traffic there has public yesterday a communication sent by him to •
than 25. To avoid any appearance of an un- ^ prtwperous monopoly In the committee of the American Federation of Labor
generous Mas. then, present actual production 1 ^ pmnenger*. employing a which is organising workers in the iron and steel
these essential industries may be placed at tome- transfer baggage i and costing the industry, asserting that his corporation would da-
thbig approaching 80 per cent of what AouM he millions of useless outlay cHne to discuss business relations wit^ trade*
tbeir normal productive fapacRy m the absence of filing pubhe^so^ffllons^ we^ ^ ^ M ^h
a businesslike control looking to “reasonable pro- ^ t earoahies and Mr Gary’s letter was addressed to John VHr-
fits” It 1« ucceswry at this point to roll to mind CL'^L^d^a ar- Patrick, chairman of the rômmRtro. id Ma
that the state of the Industrial arts under the new WT8 ** • _____• M *-« through elates. It was a reply to a request for an interview
order (machine production! h highly productive, rangement qjmt* PridH y, 1^ to take up wRh him the questions of boni* ef labor.
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NEW YORK.—Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the 

board of the United States Steel Corporation, made ■
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